Grades for Effort KS2
a)
b)
c)

My Work

d)
e)
f)
g)

h)

Outstanding (A)
I love the challenge of learning
I always do my best
I make thoughtful and helpful
contributions in big and small groups
I take responsibility for my own learning
and ask for the next challenge
I finish my work to a high standard and
check it carefully
I know my targets and strive to meet
them
I always complete my ‘greens’ after
feedback from the teacher and
remember these in my next piece of
work
I remember to use the 5 Bs when I am
stuck

c)
d)

e)
f)
g)
h)

Needs improvement (C)
a)
b)

a)
b)

I complete homework , but it is not as
good as it could be
My homework is not handed in on time
I read less than 3 times per week and I
don't always bring my books inot school

a)
b)

I am sometimes off task and can disrupt
the learning of others
b) I am easily distracted by others
c) I am not always kind, honest and polite
d) I do not always have the correct
equipment for lessons.
e) My attendance and punctuality affects
my learning.

a)

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

a)

I complete homework and always make
a good effort
b) I like to research current / topical issues
that relate to my learning
c) My homework is given in on time
d) I read often and usually remember my
books

a)

a)
b)

a)

a)

I am always positive and well mannered
I show respect and listen to others’
ideas at all times
c) I am always ready to learn and on task
d) I like to discuss and debate issues

I show respect and listen to others’
ideas and views
b) I learn from my mistakes and act on
reminders from others
c) I always have the correct equipment
and I am punctual
d) I like to finish my work during the lesson

Poor (D)

I know I could do better.
I worry about getting things wrong and
this stops me from trying
I don't contribute or put my hand up in
lessons
I wait for the teacher to help before I try
myself
I lose concentration too easily in
lessons
I don't complete work to the best of my
ability
I do not take every opportunity to meet
my targets
I complete my ‘greens’, but these do not
improve my next piece of work

I always hand my homework in on time
I always complete my homework to the
best of my ability
c) I am interested and curious and I enjoy
finding out new things for myself
d) I read very regularly and bring my books
to school

Behaviour Homewor
k

a)
b)

a)
b)

Good (B)
I always try to do my best in lessons
I use my mistakes to help me in the
future
I like to contribute or put my hand up in
lessons
I am helpful to others’ learning and
work well in a team for group learning
activities
I ask relevant questions and I am keen
to find out more
I take pride in my work and books
I take opportunities to achieve my
targets
I complete my ‘greens’ and usually
remember these in my future work

b)
c)

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

I am not engaged in my learning
I attempt to disrupt others’ learning in
lessons
My effort is often a cause for concern
I lack concentration
I do the minimum possible in lessons
and do not take pride in my work
If I have to do work I try to copy from
others
During group work I switch off and let
others do the work
I don't act on feedback from my teacher

I regularly miss pieces of homework
I don't really care about doing
homework
c) If I do my homework I do the minimum
possible
d) I regularly forget my reading book and
record
I regularly shout out or get into trouble
in lessons
b) I don't listen to others when they are
talking
c) I disrupt the learning of others in
lessons
d) I am regularly late to school and do not
have the correct equipment

My
Behaviour

My Work

Outstanding (A)
a) I love the challenge of learning
b) I always do my best
c) I make thoughtful and helpful
contributions in big and small
groups
d) I take responsibility for my own
learning and ask for the next
challenge
e) I finish my work to a high standard
and check it carefully
f) I know my targets and strive to meet
them
g) I always complete my ‘greens’ after
feedback from the teacher and
remember these in my next piece of
work
h) I remember to use the 5 Bs when I am
stuck
a) I am always positive and well
mannered
b) I show respect and listen to others’
ideas at all times
c) I am always ready to learn and on
task
d) I like to discuss and debate issues

Grades for Effort KS1
Good (B)
Needs improvement (C)

Poor (D)

a) I always try to do my best in lessons
b) I use my mistakes to help me in the
future
c) I like to contribute or put my hand up
in lessons
d) I am helpful to others’ learning and
work well in a team for group
learning activities
e) I ask relevant questions and I am
keen to find out more
f) I take pride in my work and books
g) I take opportunities to achieve my
targets
h) I complete my ‘greens’ and usually
remember these in my future work

a) I know I could do better.
b) I worry about getting things wrong
and this stops me from trying
c) I don't contribute or put my hand up
in lessons
d) I wait for the teacher to help before I
try myself
e) I lose concentration too easily in
lessons
f) I don't complete work to the best of
my ability
g) I do not take every opportunity to
meet my targets
h) I complete my ‘greens’, but these do
not improve my next piece of work

a) I am not engaged in my learning
b) I often attempt to disrupt others’
learning in lessons
c) My effort is often a cause for concern
d) I lack concentration
e) I do the minimum possible in lessons
and do not take pride in my work
f) If I have to do work, I try to copy
from others
g) During group work I switch off and let
others do the work
h) I don't act on feedback from my
teacher

a) I show respect and listen to others’
ideas and views
b) I learn from my mistakes and act on
reminders from others
c) I always have the correct equipment
and I am punctual
d) I like to finish my work during the
lesson

a) I am sometimes off task and can
disrupt the learning of others
b) I am easily distracted by others
c) I am not always kind, honest and
polite
d) I do not always have the correct
equipment for lessons.
e) My attendance and punctuality
affects my learning.

a) I regularly shout out or get into
trouble in lessons
b) I don't listen to others when they are
talking
c) I disrupt the learning of others in
lessons
d) I am regularly late to school and do
not have the correct equipment

